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Abstract
Dominant time constants of the response of the linearized semiconductor device equations (Poisson,
electron and hole current continuity) are extracted by using Arnoldi method. A new accurate metric for the
time step control in the transient device simulation has been derived based on the dominant time constant
information. By using this metric, CPU-time of the transient simulation of a power DMOSFET decreases
down to 27 % of that by the conventional method. It has been found that Newton iteration diverges if a
negative time constant appears during the hard-breakdown simulation of a PN junction. Stable convergence
is obtained either by restricting the terminal voltage increment so small that no negative time constant should
appear, or by switching to transient simulation upon detecting the appearance of a negative time constant.
These two methods are more efficient than the conventional blind-trial-and-error type convergence control
method.
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